
- The most important success factor in any business or organization is having a customer. 

- Never make a sales call on a customer unless you can answer the question “Why should this 

customer do business with our company, with me?” 

- If your product solves a problem then the answer to the question should be phrased in 

pounds and pence. 

- The Rainmaker answers the question “Why should the customer do business with us?” by 

calculating what economic benefits the product will give the customer and by calculating the 

consequences to the customer of not going with the recommended product. 

- This is important when dealing with the upset customer. When you are the upset customer, 

you want a full, uninterrupted hearing, you want to deal with someone with the authority to 

fix the problem, and you want a fair resolution. 

- The only thing customers care about are themselves and their problem. 

- Rainmakers never waste a sales call: They always precall plan. It is typical for a Rainmaker to 

spend three hours planning for a fifteen-minute sales call. Planning and practicing for two days 

to two weeks for a single sales call is not uncommon. 

- A precall planning checklist should include: 1. Written sales call objective. 2. Needs analysis 

questions to ask. 3. Something to show. 4. Anticipated customer concerns and objections. 5. 

Points of difference vis-à-vis competitors. 6. Meaningful benefits to customers. 7. Dollarization 

approach; investment return analysis. 8. Strategies to handle objections and eliminate 

customer concerns. 9. Closing strategies. 10. Expected surprises. 

- Rainmakers fish where the big fish are. Rainmakers talk to customers who are familiar with 

their product, or who already use the product, or who have a high probability of using the 

product. Don’t waste your time trying to convince dairy farmers to buy horseshoes. And don’t 

waste your time selling hospital beds to hotels. 

- The prevailing purchase motivation for organizations is to solve a problem. The solution to 

the problem can always be expressed in financial terms—in pounds and pence. If a company 

invests £100,000 in advertising, they expect that advertising to generate £500,000 in sales. 

- Rainmakers sell money! They sell reduced downtime, fewer repairs, better gas mileage, 

higher deposit interest, increased output, decreased energy usage, more wheat per acre, 

more yardage per swing. Rainmakers help the customer see the money. Rainmakers turn 

benefits into dollars. 

- Always show the customer the money. Always dollarize (see “A Rainmaker Extra,” page 148). 

Quantify the customer’s return on his investment in your product. Calculate the financial 

consequences to the customer—the cost of going without your solution. 

- The brand manager firmly stood his ground, and replied, “Earthquakes don’t count.” The 

next year there were record blizzards in Chicago, floods along the Mississippi, a brownout in 

New York City, a natural gas shortage and political crises in Washington. The next year every 



region in the country hit its quota—California came in first—and everyone won a prize. 

Rainmakers don’t have excuses. 

- One of the four events that are inherent in every sale is scheduling an appointment with the 

decision maker. You can’t get the sale unless you talk to the decision maker. Getting 

appointments with busy decision makers is often difficult. 

- Good customers don’t ignore a compelling dollarization. They will take your call. 


